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1    Introduction 

Example-based machine translation was first proposed by the author at the International 
NATO Symposium on Artificial and Human Intelligence held in Lyon, France, October, 
1981, and the paper was included in the book: Artificial and Human Intelligence, North- 
Holland, 1984 [1]. In this paper I discussed the followings in the context of comparing example 
based translation with ordinary machine translations which are based on phrase structure 
grammars or case grammars. 

1) We have to learn more from the second language learning by a human and also from 
human translation behavior. 

2) Language learners do not learn much about a grammar of a language, nor about case 
relations, semantic markers which are essential part of the case grammar formalism. 
They just learn what is given, that is, a lot of example sentences, and use them in their 
own sentence compositions. 

3) It is quite a difficult task to write out all the possible case frames for each verb, giving 
exact semantic markers to each case slot for the selection of a proper noun. It is also 
expensive and time consuming to give semantic markers to all the nouns in a dictionary 
by considering every possible usages of each noun in every different context. 

For non-native speakers of a language, language learning and utilization is just the imi- 
tation of native speakers' expressions either in proper or improper way. They do not learn 
much about grammatical structures nor about grammatical rules which the linguistic people 
discuss about. Ordinary people know from their common sense which examples are applica- 
ble in which situation. They usually use them by changing one or two words in each example 
by their similar words. 

In my original paper in 1981, I showed a typical process of using parallel example phrases 
of Japanese and English for mechanical translation between Japanese and English. An 
important and difficult point here was how to get a proper example phrase for a proper part 
of an input sentence which was to be translated into a target language sentence. I proposed 
a concept of using a thesaurus which I first used in my paper [2] of sentence generation in 
1965 for the semantic restriction among words in a generated sentence. Thesaurus is a tree 
structure representation of words by the upper-lower/wider-narrower concept relationship. 
Each node of a thesaurus tree corresponds to a word which is a kind of a representative of its 
synonymous words. A distance measure between two words was introduced on a thesaurus 
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tree. This was calculated by the number of arcs from one word to another on a thesaurus 
tree. The distance of synonyms is zero. 

Another problem was what part of an input sentence was to be matched by example 
phrases, and how a whole of an input sentence could be covered consistently by example 
phrases. This is still a very difficult problem, which will require a huge amount of steps, 
perhaps of a combinatorial explosion. Therefore this strategy should be avoided from the 
point of engineering system. I proposed in my original paper that the minimum structural 
analysis was required to escape this serious problem. A simple structural analysis gives 
certain phrasal structures of a sentence, to which example phrases are to be matched. This 
is necessary from a practical point of view. 

My 1981 paper did not give impact to people in natural language processing and machine 
translation, but I believed the idea was good and important, and continued to tell the 
importance to my colleagues. Mr. Sumita who worked in our project of machine translation 
in 1982~ 86 was the first person who seriously considered about this, and applied the idea 
to the translation of a Japanese phrase "A NO B" (literal translation in English is "B of 
A") [3]. "A NO B" corresponds to varieties of English forms such as "B of A", "B on A", "B 
in A", "B for A", "AB", "A's B" and so on, according to the combination of the words A 
and B. According to ordinary methods semantic markers are given to A and B as Sa and Sb, 
and the combination of (Sa, Sb) determine the English form for "A NO B". Almost all the 
nouns can be A or B in "A NO B", and so semantic markers must be given to all the nouns 
to realize a proper selection of English forms. But the semantic markers given to nouns 
must also be valid in the selection of proper nouns for the case slots in case frame patterns 
for verbs. Therefore the attachment of semantic markers to all the nouns consistently is a 
very difficult problem. Actually the semantic marker system which was used in the early 
'80 was not accurate and sufficient. It contained about 50 semantic markers and these 
were not well constructed as a tree structure. The combination of (Sa, Sb) was too coarse 
and was not effective for the selection of proper English translation form for a Japanese 
expression "A NO B". Mr. Sumita collected about 600 examples of "A NO B" and their 
translation. He gave a best-match algorithm which calculated a kind of distance between 
the input and the stored examples by using thesaurus tree distance. He showed that the 
method was effective in the translation of "A NO B" into English. He also showed that 
the improvement of translation quality was quite easy because the input expressions which 
produced bad English translations were just added in the set of examples with their correct 
English translations. Example-based translation was also tried by a group of BSO in the 
Netherlands [4]. 

Features of example-based translation were discussed extensively in Sumita [3], Witkam [5], 
Sato [6], Sadler [7] and also in several papers of TMI-92 conference [8], [9], [10]. Therefore I 
do not go into the details here and would just point out the following two features. 

1) Example-based approach does not create such an artificial framework as grammati- 
cal rules and semantic markers or case frames, but just refer to example sentences. Artificial 
framework changes itself from time to time and always is a kind of approximation to a lan- 
guage, while examples are always stable in a language and the accumulation of examples 
will cover a language more and more precisely. 

2) Improvement of a system is very easy for example-based translation by increasing 
proper examples and their translations.   Improvement for semantic marker system means 
the change of semantic markers which inevitably accompany the change of all the dictionary 
contents. 
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2    Example-based approach vs.   semantic-marker ap- 
proach 

Let us discuss the similarity and the difference of example-based approach (hereafter abbrevi- 
ated as EBA) and semantic-marker approach (abbreviated as SMA). EBA utilizes examples 
for the analysis and translation of a sentence, while SMA uses a case grammar which relies on 
case frame and semantic marker information. EBA uses a thesaurus tree. This tree is built 
by the upper-lower or broader-narrower concept relation of words. A schematic diagram of 
a thesaurus tree is shown in Fig. 1. Each node of this tree corresponds to a word which is 
a representative word of a synonymous word set. This set is shown by ( ) attached to each 
node in Fig. 1. When a word has two different meanings, it is located in two nodes in a 
thesaurus tree corresponding to its meanings. SMA is based on a set of semantic markers 
(abbreviated as SMs). They form sometimes just a set without any structure in it, but 
very often they are assembled as a tree whose parent node has a meaning broader than the 
meanings of daughter nodes. A schematic diagram of a semantic marker tree (abbreviated 
as SM tree) is shown in Fig. 2. Let us suppose that a word has one semantic marker to 
one word meaning. Therefore a word has as many semantic markers as the number of word 
meanings. 

Now let us consider about the matching of an input phrase "a NO b" with example 
phrases in EBA. We can think of several matching algorithms, but for the purpose of com- 
paring EBA and SMA, the following somewhat abstract description will be sufficient. 

[Matching steps for EBA] 

Step 1 : a  A, b   B (  means synonym relation). This is a complete match. 

Step 2 : a  A, b  B (a  A means a is a lower concept of A). This is a match with a certain 
degree (according to the distance between a and A, and b and B in a thesaurus tree). 

Step 3 : A  a, or B  b. This is a kind of mismatch (The distance between A and a is to 
be calculated larger for this direction). 

The best match example is chosen for an input phrase, and its corresponding English 
translation is adopted as a kind of translation pattern for the input. When we use SMA the 
selection of a frame "W(S1) NO W(S2)" is done by the equalness of Sa = S1, and Sb = S2 

where Sa and Sb, are the semantic markers of a and b, and the translation is done according 
to the pattern associated with the frame. When we compare these two methods EBA has 
a property of graceful degradation, while SMA is yes/no failure. This decision procedure of 
SMA is not appropriate, and it is better to change the selection algorithm in the following 
way by assembling the semantic markers as an SM tree as shown in Fig. 2. 

[Matching steps for SMA] 
Step 1: Sa  SA, Sb  SB This is a complete match. 
Step 2: Sa  SA, Sb  SB This is a reasonable match. 
Step 3: SA  Sa, or SB  Sb This is a mismatch. 

When an SM tree is as accurate as a thesaurus, that is, when an SM tree and a thesaurus 
tree are essentially the same, the two approaches, EBA and SMA, are equivalent, and has 
the same ability. However very few semantic-marker systems have such big SM trees. In 
many  SMAs  the  number  of  SMs  are 50 ~ 60  and  they are not systematically arranged into a 
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thesaurus tree, in this case SMA becomes very coarse and is definitely inferior to EBA. That 
is, all the sophisticated combinations of A and B in "A NO B" can not be discriminated 
by specifying A and B semantically by such few SMs. Ikehara et al. [11] pointed out that 
an SMA by 50 SMs (which was an approximate number in Mu MT system) or by 200 SMs 
(which is an approximate number in the early stage of EDR dictionary project. At present 
EDR has 900 SMs, and is going to increase up to 4000 SMs in the coming year) is not 
sufficient. They constructed a very detailed case frame dictionary by establishing an SM 
tree of 3000 SMs. I believe that an SM tree of this size may be able to compete with a 
thesaurus tree system, that is, will have the same descriptive power as EBA. 

It must have been a very difficult job to construct an SM tree of 3000 nodes. I guess that 
the only way for such a big SM system construction was to refer to a word thesaurus tree of 
the same preciseness and to extract a semantic key from a set of words connected to each 
thesaurus node. If this is true, EBA is a basis for SMA and thus superior to SMA. 

A learning mechanism in EBA can be explained in the following way. It must be activated 
in Step 3 of EBA matching. This is the case when all the example phrases memorized so far 
do not match to an input expression. In this case the input expression "a NO b" or "A NO 
B", where A and B are representative words of the synonyms of a and b, is stored as a new 
example phrase. Another is a case in Step 2 when an input phrase "a NO b" matches with 
"A NO B" to a certain extent, but when a man judges that the match is inappropriate (that 
is, the English translation of the matched example "A NO B" is not a good example for an 
English translation of "a NO b"). In this case again it is only necessary to store the input 
phrase "a NO b" as a typical example phrase. The reason is the following. When an input 
phrase is "a NO b", this matches completely with the stored example by Step 1 of EBA 
after it is stored as a typical example. When an input phrase is "a' NO b'" where a' and b' 
are the words in the thesaurus tree shown in Fig. 3, it matches by Step 2 of EBA with the 
example phrase which is matched to "a NO b" at the time before "a NO b" is stored as a 
new example phrase. Therefore a newly stored example phrase does not do any harm to the 
matching of other input phrases at all. This very simple learning process is one of the best 
features of EBA. 

Let us consider what is the process of SMA which corresponds to the above- mentioned 
learning process of EBA. If the SM tree is just as precise as a thesaurus tree of EBA, then 
"W(Sa) NO W(Sb) is to be stored as a new frame, where Sa and Sb are the SMs for a and b 
respectively. But if the SM tree is not as precise as a thesaurus tree, this new expression "a 
NO b" can not be represented without increasing the precision of SM tree. The increase of 
SMs will change a whole system completely because a new SM attachment is to be performed 
to all the dictionary words and to all case frames. This is almost impossible when an MT 
system is once constructed by an SM tree. Therefore an SM tree should be inevitably as 
equally precise as a thesaurus tree from the beginning. 

3    A problem in choosing a proper case frame 

It may be properly said that natural language analysis was done by phrase structure for- 
malisms during 1960~1975, and was done by case grammar formalisms during 1975~1990. 
But as is pointed out in the previous section the case grammar formalism is too coarse to 
handle sophisticated language expressions and to get high quality machine translation re- 
sults if the SM tree is not sufficiently precise. I feel that the present day is just the changing 
period from MT mechanism by using a kind of pivot expressions like case frames to a new 
MT framework where higher quality MT is pursued by utilizing example translation pairs. 
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Here we have an interesting example which shows that EBA is far better than SMA in 
the selection of a proper case frame for an input sentence [12]. Let us take a Japanese verb 
"DERU". It may correspond to "go out" as a typical meaning, but there are varieties of 
usages which are to be translated into different English expressions. We can use case frame 
information for about 500 typical Japanese verbs, which was constructed by Information 
Processing Promotion Association of Japan. This, abbreviated as IPAL dictionary, is said to 
be the best case frame information publicly available in Japan. DERU in IPAL dictionary 
has 32 case frames as shown in Table 1. The set of SMs in IPAL dictionary is shown in Table 
2. (abbreviated as IPAL SM) 

An experiment was done in the following way. First, a set of 61 test sentences which 
include the verb DERU was composed by a language-trained person. Particular care was 
taken for the test sentences to distribute well over all the different usages of DERU by 
consulting big Japanese dictionaries. The nouns in IPAL dictionary have IPAL SMs. These 
nouns are mapped into a Japanese thesaurus, BUNRUI-GOIHYO (abbreviated as BG) and 
all the words in BG, and therefore all the nouns in test sentences, were given IPAL SMs in 
this way. After this process we matched test sentences to IPAL case frames of DERU. 

Case slot matching was performed roughly in the following way. Let us suppose that 
an input sentence has n case components and a case frame has m case slots. When n' 
components match between the input and a case frame by the equalness of the SMs (we 
regarded the lower SM in an SM tree as equal as an upper SM in the SM matching), the 
value: 

                                                               n’          n’  
          const   n'                n' 
                                        n           m 

is given to this matching as the matching score. Match calculation is performed for all the 
case frames of DERU and the best match is selected. 

The result was the following. 

1) There is only one best match case frame, and this is a proper case 
frame to be selected. 7 

2) There are several best match case frames, one of which is a proper 
case frame to be selected. 20 

3) A proper case frame was not included in the best match case frames. 
The matching value was lower for a proper case frame. 23 

4) There is no corresponding case frame in IPAL dictionary which corre- 
sponds to an input sentence. 12 

These scores indicate that the matching by SMs did not work well. The main reason is 
that the SMs were too coarse to distinguish every different usage of DERU. 

For every case frame of IPAL dictionary there exist some typical example sentences which 
belong to the case frame. We performed another test which checked the best match between 
a test sentence and these example sentences, and as a result chose a case frame for the test 
sentence. The distance between words was calculated as the number of arcs to reach from a 
word to another in a thesaurus tree of BG. The result was the following. 

1) There is only one best match case frame, and this is a proper case 
frame to be selected.                                                                                               26 
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2) There are several best match case frames, one which is a proper case 
frame to be selected. 9 

3) A proper case frame was not included in the best match case frames. 
The matching value was lower for a proper case frame. 15 

4) There is no corresponding case frame in IPAL dictionary which corre- 
sponds to an input sentence. 12 

We performed the same experiments with several other Japanese verbs. Table 3 shows 
the results for 19 verbs. We can see that EBA is significantly better in the selection of only 
one best match case frame than SMA. 

These results show that the selection is far better performed by the match between 
example sentences and a test sentence than by the SM matching. 

4    Selection of a proper translation word 

By conventional MT systems a sentence is analyzed and transformed into a case frame 
representation, and from this expression a target language sentence is generated. In this 
process a target language case frame is uniquely determined from a source language case 
frame. When these case frames of source and target languages are the same we call the 
translation as a pivot method. When these case frames can be different between the source 
and target languages, we call the translation as transfer method. 

There is a big assumption in both of these methods that the case frame correspondence 
between source and target languages are uniquely one to one. This is however not true. We 
can find out easily the examples where a same case frame representation in a source language 
has several target language verbs and case frames. For example, for a verb DERU there are 
case frames in IPAL dictionary such as 

[PRO] GA [LOC] O DERU 
Examples are: 

The train leaves the station. 
The ship clears the port. 

[HUM] GA [LOC] NI DERU 
Examples are: 

He appeared in court. 
He went to office. 

These examples show that a uniquely specified case frame does not determine a unique 
verb in a target language. This is partly due to the coarseness of SMs, but mainly due to 
the freedom of language expression. Anyway, case frame representation is not enough for a 
proper choice of target language expressions. However, a solution for this problem is very 
difficult because the improvement or the increase of preciseness of SMs accompanies a heavy 
task to change all the dictionary contents and case frame information, and therefore SMA 
comes to a deadlock. 

The improvement of EBA, on the other hand, can be easily achieved by adding examples 
in an incremental way.   In  the  above  particular  case  of  DERU,  all  the  alternative  examples 
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are stored as typical examples. This simple operation solves a difficult problem of the choice 
of proper translation words and structures. 

There is, however, a problem which both EBA and SMA encounter in the stage of trans- 
lation word selection. The same expression sometimes has two or more interpretations and 
translations. For example 

DAIGAKU-O DERU       leave the university (at five o'clock) 
    graduate from the university. 

These two translations are possible because DAIGAKU can be interpreted as a place or 
an organization. This distinction can be done by SMA by giving different SMs to the word 
DAIGAKU. In the case of EBA the word DAIGAKU must be in two different places in a 
thesaurus tree, one under the node "place" and another under "organization". 

5 A framework of EBMT 

EBMT is divided into pure EBMT and hybrid EBMT [10]. Pure EBMT does not use any 
grammar rules, but use only example phrases to cover a whole input sentence in a consistent 
way. This covering problem of a sentential word string is very difficult and will raise the 
combinatorial explosion problem. Therefore the problem itself is theoretically interesting, 
but practically very inefficient. The covering problem for the syntactically analyzed sentence 
structure is discussed by Sato, et al. [13], and Maruyama [14]. Hybrid EBMT uses the least 
grammatical analysis to know which phrases modify which. This approach is inevitable 
from the engineering standpoint, which was recommended in my original paper in 1981. 
The analysis of a sentence is essentially finding a unit phrase or modifier-modifiee relations, 
which is essentially the dependency analysis. When a dependency structure for a sentence is 
obtained, example phrases which are represented as tree structures of the same nature, are 
to be matched to parts of this dependency tree, so that the whole structure is to be covered 
by example phrases. We can think of some efficient ways to match example phrases to an 
input sentence tree, but it is quite difficult to cover the whole tree by stored example phrases. 
When there remain some tree parts not covered by example phrases, the translation of these 
parts are to be done by the ordinary translation process of phrase structure representation. 
The matched portion by examples are replaced by the target language expressions (by tree 
structures) corresponding to these examples, and the generation of a target language sentence 
is performed. 

By using this transfer process, translation can be realized not via a pivot representation, 
but by simply replacing phrasal expressions by phrasal expressions, thus escaping lots of 
difficulties caused by such an artificial framework as pivot representation. 

6 Conclusion 

Here is shown several profitable points of EBA compared to SMA. EBA can be applicable not 
only for machine translation but also for many other natural language processing problems. 
However, EBA is not almighty. Linguistic theories must be introduced into the analysis 
of omissions, anaphoric references, stylistics by delicate contextual information, and so on. 
What is discussed in this paper is that EBA gives better quality translation to SMA in the 
present-day machine translation frameworks. We have to utilize more linguistic information 
to achieve better translation quality. 
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A NO B : old example phrase which matched with an input phrase "a NO b". 
a' NO b' : input phrase which can match with "A NO B" after storing "a NO b" 

             as an example phrase. 
             Figure 3: Explanation for the effect of storing a new example phrase. 
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Table 1: Case frames for DERU in IPAL dictionary (a). 
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Table 1: Case frames for DERU in IPAL dictionary (b). 
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Table 2: The set of SMs in IPAL dictionary. 
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Table 3: Comparison of SMA and EBA in the selection of proper case frames for 19 verbs. 

 
i) : number of case frames. 
ii) : number of sentences. 
iii) : % of 1) divided by 1) + 2) + 3) 
iv) : % of 1) + 2) divided by 1) + 2) + 3) 
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